Etrailer rv

When you buy through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn More. Save
every day by signing up for Offers. By signing up, you agree to Offers. You may unsubscribe
from the newsletters at any time. Includes Today's Best Offers email. From 5 Star Tuning. From
Billet Wheel Adapters. From AW Direct. From Atomic Mall. From Autoplicity. Get the right
products for the right fit and great prices. Products are designed to fit more than 3, types of
vehicle. Shop online with secure ordering. Most orders are shipped same day. Once you click
through an offer you are taken to the merchant's website to complete your transaction. I placed
an order.. I had a coupon 98x13 but it would not let me type or copy it in I think you need to
credit me some money Get New etrailer Offers. Unlock Deals Now. Reveal Code. Details: No
minimum purchase required! Get Offer. Details: Take advantage of great savings. See More
Offers. Get etrailer Coupons Sign Up. Start Shopping at ETrailer. About etrailer Find the perfect
bike rack, cargo carrier, or trailer hitch for your car at Etrailer. Add an etrailer Coupon Found a
great deal or code? Share the savings! Get Started. Savings Tips Blog Posts view all. Related
Stores. You can return any new, unused item for a full refund with no questions asked. Shipping
costs associated with your order are only refundable if you are returning an item because of an
error by etrailer. Simply contact the customer service department within 60 days of receiving
your shipment to begin the returns process. Yes, etrailer. If you find the same product you
bought from etrailer. Spend some time looking for the etrailer. Once you begin the checkout
process, find the provided field for your etrailer. Simply paste or write your code into that box,
and click the Apply button. Your discount will be reflected when you advance to the next step of
the process. If you need to speak to a customer service agent from etrailer. You can call their
customer service team at They're available from 7 a. CT Monday through Friday, from 9 a. CT on
Saturday and noon until 6 p. CT on Sunday. You can also email etrailer. The history of etrailer.
While his first enterprise started as an RV park, it eventually became a service station. This
transition caused Bross to recognize the need for affordable car parts and car accessories that
people could buy for reasonable prices. As technology made things easier, etrailer. The store
carries accessories for more than 3, different vehicles and pledges to give customers excellent
service as well as the lowest prices possible. Verified Site. Request one. You are viewing
current etrailer. For more about this website, and its current promotions connect with them on
Twitter etrailer , or Facebook , or Pinterest. About: "trailer hitch and hitch cover sale. Find your
trailer hitch bike rack or cargo carrier, hitches, bugshield, brake controller, trailer and hitch lock,
and wiring adapters using the HitchHunter for o Visit etrailer. Coupons Trending Coupons
Coupons trending up right now. Today's Coupons Discounts added within the last day. Popular
Coupons Most popular discounts over time. Newest Coupons Current coupons just added to
the site. Verified Coupons Coupons tweeted by retailers themselves. Current Etrailer. In many
cases, you can use an etrailer. You can subscribe to the etrailer. Take advantage of etrailer.
There's not a lot of information on the site about how to qualify for free shipping. To learn more,
you can contact the customer service department for information about what items are eligible
for free shipping as well as any minimum spending requirements that you need to meet to
qualify. What Is etrailer. Does etrailer. Using an etrailer. Contacting etrailer. About etrailer. Flash
Sale! Never miss a coupon! Let us notify you when fresh coupons are found. Privacy policy. Get
notified when a new coupon is available? We use cookies for analytics, personalization, and
ads. Consumers satisfied with etrailer most frequently mention customer service, bike rack and
quick response. This company responds to reviews on average within 14 hours. I began this
process by posting a question to a Chat box on the website inquiring about the needed hub
assembly for my pop up camper. To my surprise, the question was answered within 12 hours
and provided the requested info. I ordered the recommended parts and received them very
quickly even using standard shipping. While waiting for the parts to arrive, etrailer provided
email updates including an installation video. Upon arrival, the installation was very easy to
complete. Don't waist your time! I ordered a product. The other half they couldn't me a time
frame when I would get it. I paid a hundreds to having to cancel and ask for refund delaying my
progress on project a month. I'll won't waist my time with this company. I wish I would have
read the mountain of poor reviews online prior. Do your homework. Horrible service! PS: I
would give no stars. I recently purchased a replacement foot powered RV awning. Prior to
purchasing from etrailer. Even more impressive is that this was on a holiday! I've ordered from
this business half-a-dozen times since and every order has been perfect. They make several
post-sales 'follow-up' emails to ensure customer satisfaction. After communication with three
different representatives I still received parts that would not work. I even submitted a picture of
the tag that's on the axle. The inner bearing didn't fit so I spent money at a local store for a
larger size. After that, when I went to slide on the hub, it wouldn't seat all the way down. I'm so
frustrated and expect better service. Now I have to wait another week for replacement parts that
I hope will fit this time around. Just installed the 2 sets e-trailer J Carriers. They seem heavy

duty and look great. We will be using them for our 2 kayaks, one is 54 lbs and the other is 64
lbs. The only complaint I have is the included tie down straps are very thin and don't seem to be
good quality. I would not use them to hold the kayaks but I may use them for the bow and stern.
Wish the straps were better quality. I unsure about which light wiring harness might work for my
solution since the trailer had LED lights and my car didn't. I got an answer from Jason S.
Straight away that made it very clear which harness would work. I showed a friend the detailed
information the web site has for vehicle specific accessories and also what was received as part
of my shipment and how well thought out the whole process was. He saw the install on my car
and mentioned how professional it looked. Keep up the good work. I had a question about dolly
towing my Camry's steering wheel. Mike answered my question quickly if the information I
needed. Great website and business. I also ordered 2 parts from Etrailer and they arrived
quickly and am extremely happy with the service. The hitch and wiring harness was easy to
install with their directions and videos. Lori really made a mess of my experience. I ordered a
hitch, then quickly realized I should hold off for a month or two and asked CS if they could
cancel my order- knowing that it was probably too late, as I know how drop-ship companies
work. However, Lori emailed me back right away and said no problem, "your order is cancelled,
this is your cancellation confirmation, the authorization will be removed from your card in 72
hours". Here's where I realize that she cancelled someone else's order, told me it was mine and
then when she realized she screwed up didn't do anything to fix it. She then tells me that I must
have given HER the wrong order number when I emailed, and that my hitch has already been
sent and my card will NOT be refunded. She gave no offer of a free shipping label to send the
product back that I was given word, in writing had been "cancelled". Zero responsibility taken,
zero understanding of her own mistake. Then I get an email from a "different person" named
"Lazer" in the "shipping dept" that referenced "like we just spoke about Lori is pretending to be
multiple people at this company. Single worst customer experience I've ever had. Although
there are no after market trailer towing mirrors made specifically for my '07 Toyota 4-Runner,
Kyle S. Was able to recommend The K-Source as a suitable substitute. I attached them and
found the adjusting straps easy to use. Materials appear to be of high quality and rugged. I have
yet to tow my trailer, as just installed the mirrors yesterday, however, a short test drive proved
they do not vibrate and were still firmly attached. While considering a purchase, I could not
discern the difference between 2 items from a manufacturer that were priced differently,
different part numbers, but the same purpose Blue Ox off-road tow adapter. I asked the question
on the weekend, and Erik B. Responded promptly on the next business day. Based upon this
experienced and past purchases, very pleased with the company service and response. Needed
to confirm the subject tie downs sells would work on my truck, so I emailed Etrailer. In no time
flat I received a reply from Heather affirming they do, so I'm order them. Have been doing
business with Etrailer for years, and they remain my go-to company for items like this. I would
tell Etrailer to keep up the good work, but they don't need the encouragement There is no better
customer service on the net. I ordered a very expensive replacement Sconce light for our RV
and when we received it the shade had a large drip running down the middle so when you lit it
up this ugly dark line ran down. At first I emailed with Robert. Back and forth many times,
asking me for more pictures, etc. Finally I said can you just call me instead of all this back and
forth. Well he called me and sat there silent I had to say are you there? So rude. Like he was
doing me a favor calling me back. Finally got new replacement today only to see again white
swirls in the shade even though the picture of it doesn't show any shading, swirls. I refuse to sit
on the phone 10 minutes again before anyone even answers. Erik B. Is a Really Really Cool guy!
He responded my question in a really easy A, B, C way that I can understand whay he meant
with every point he was making, also give me the reasons of "why: I should do this or that And
in the must nice way he explain it to me.! I already place my order! Thank you guys! After
writing a truthful review of etrailer and posting here I was contacted by staff the next day
through this website. I provided the order info and what happened and guess what I have names
and email correspondence to back up my claims and they choose not to make this right! Lesson
learned on my behalf Truly use caution with this company. Spoke with etrailer rep on phone.
Was told what to purchase. Get it in and install They will not allow return because was installed.
Also, product in question is Rhino roof rack. Do not spend the money on this product. It's cheap
junk. Etrailer filled my order in a timely manner of two small marker lights but shipped cheap
and slow. I live in South Alabama. Won't waste my time ordering from Etrailer again. Etrailer
customer support was great. Jameson C. Gave me a great explanation of the different spring
configurations I could use with my trailer using terms I could understand. His explanation
ensured that I could buy the right product, the first time. He also pointed me to video
demonstrations. I wouldn't hesitate to buy from them since they stand behind their responses. I
ordered a drop hitch for my fathers birthday. The site said that is was in stock and would arrive

in days. A full week later I call to inquire why I haven't received a shipping notice; only for the
customer service to tell me it is a back ordered item and they had already emailed me to say it is
expected to be back in stock in 2 more weeks. Had to cancel. Ordered elsewhere and payed
rush shipping. Pretty bummed, not the customer service I am used to from Etrailer. This
company epitomizes bad customer service and dishonesty. Ordered a sway bar for my rv that
their site said would fit- had my mechanic put it on only to find it didn't fit. I have submitted
questions on different subjects to both John H and Kyle S. Both researched answers to my
dexter boat axel problems. Both not only responded in a timely manner but went further on
suggestions of dimensions and products that were other possible solutions. I applaud their
management for their wisdom on employing such competent individuals. Looking to get that
heavy spare tire off the rear door and on a roof rack. Been looking all over and located trailer.
Found the items I was interested in and sent a email about information on their products. The
next morning Jameson had returned answers along with photos and what works best as a
complete roof rack and spare tire carrier. The wife was excited because this is her H3 and we
are in the process planning a road trip to etrailer for a complete installation. Jameson made us
feel like we have been friends and have always purchased frometrailer. I have made a number of
purchases from etrailer. When I have a question about a product their folks are quick to respond
with helpful information and I receive exactly what I'm we rung on short order. Highly
recommended! Tip for consumers: If you are at all unsure if an item will work for your needs,
submit a question and a technician will get back you quickly and get you what you need.
Products used: clearance lights, stabilizing scissor jacks, trailer brake wiring kit and harness,
trailer brake controller, HiddenHitch receiver, keyless cam lock. Everyone I communicate with at
etrailer is excellent. Most recently Kyle responded to my tire pressure question and his
knowledge is outstanding. Keep up the good work and positive customer relations. I got all the
parts and tools and video need for installation. Hitch fitted great right as showed on video
provided. I would buy from this place again and recommend to others. They even follow up with
me if all work great. Thank you Etrailer. Ordered parts, was charged right away then order status
says it will be ready to ship in 3 months No thanks and on top of that, it very difficult to cancel
an order. You have to call them I just disputed the credit charge, quick and easy. I'll not bother
with these folks again. Mike was super helpful and answered my questions right away. Thanks
for helping me and the fast shipping with products! The trailer hitch and trailer parts experts.
Find the perfect bike rack, cargo carrier, or trailer hitch for your vehicle. Also find custom fit
brake controllers, wiring adapters, floor mats And more using our HitchHunter with information
on product fi Our company dates back to when we were founded by Henry Bross as a small
family business. First an R. The company began growing to serve an ever larger market, and in
we constructed a massive new showroom, warehouse, and installation facility that quickly
became a regional destination. Customers began traveling from all of the surrounding states to
get the supplies they needed and were unable to find locally, or for a fair price. We have always
maintained installation facilities staffed with experts, to make sure that the parts we are selling
are of high quality and work the way they are supposed to. With the advent of the internet, our
company made the natural progression to use our extensive facilities, experience, and expertise
to begin serving a nationwide customer base. In recent years, we have added to our shipping,
warehouse, and installation facilities to make sure that we are always able to serve our
customer's needs. Now in its third generation, etrailer. We use our decades of experience to
make sure the parts we offer are of the highest quality, and from manufacturers that can be
trusted. We use our enormous buying power, modern facilities, and efficient shipping networks
to make sure the prices you pay are as low as possible. This means that if you have a question,
trouble with an installation, or problems using a part, you can get real help, from a real person,
with the expertise needed to solve your problem. We carry thousands of vehicle accessories,
such as custom fit trailer hitches for over 3, different vehicles, performance chips, heavy duty
towing supplies, trailer parts, bike racks, cargo carriers, step bars, tonneau covers, lights, car
covers, R. Our decades of experience and enormous buying power ensure that you will get
quality parts, and excellent service, at the lowest price possible. Share on Twitter. Add a note
optional - e. Write a Review Ask a Question. Corporate Values. Overview etrailer has a
consumer rating of 4. This company responds to reviews on average within 14 hours Positive
reviews last 12 months : What reviewers want you to know Positive highlights Mike H. At
Etrailer provided great service to this customer regarding 2 bike rack recommendations! Critical
highlights Customer service is another way of saying yes it's our fault but you'll still need to pay
extra and wait Update. Top Positive Review. Top Critical Review. Rating 5 stars Other Verified
purchase. Contains image or video. English only. Reviews that mention popular keywords
customer service 87 bike rack 28 trailer hitch Comment Thank you Share Helpful 0. Comment
Thank you Share Helpful 4. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 3. Comment Thank you Share

Helpful 2. Comment Thank you Share Helpful 1. First one to pop up on google search. No other
reason. Hi Jeffery, Please give us a call so we can better help, Dont bother They sent me used
open returned items. Get notified about new answers to your questions. Typical questions
asked: How long does shipping take? What is the return policy? Where is the company located?
Show all questions 6. Sitejabber for Business Gain trust and grow your business with customer
reviews Start free account. About the business. How do I know I can trust these reviews about
etrailer? Have a question about etrailer? This feature is currently under development. To learn
more about the ways to appreciate the reviewer please visit A company's rating is calculated
using a mathematical algorithm that evaluates the information in your profile. The algorithm
parameters are: users' rating, number of resolved issues, number of company's responses etc.
The algorithm is subject to change in future. Etrailer was first mentioned on PissedConsumer
on Sep 04, and since then this brand received reviews. Etrailer ranks 64 of in Auto Parts and
Accessories category. The overall rating of the company is 2. Recent recommendations
regarding this business are as follows: "Go to your local trailer wheel and frame dealer", "But at
your peril", "Still being considered". Reviewers write the most about Etrailer Shipping Service
and give it 2. The price level of this organization is medium according to consumer reviews. If
the wrong part is sent why doesn't the retailer respond with a comment to correct the person
complaining. Is this review true? This review is from a real person who provided valid contact
information and hasn't been caught misusing, spamming or abusing our website. Check our
FAQ. This person donated to support our platform. Learn more. There have been no attempts by
them to resolve this ongoing issue. User's recommendation: Order from REI or another
company that has other means of communication to keep record of your communications.
Pissed Consumer wanted to know how things have come along with E-Trailer concerning a top
plate for a swaggman 4 bike carrier. Well, after calling them 4 times it appears that it will be 5, 6,
7? Who knows. The plate sent to me was for a different year than the bike carrier I own. And
until they send me a return cover for my sending the piece that does not fit back to them I will
not get reimbursed for the 50 plus I am out and will continue to have this metal paperweight
here. User's recommendation: Get replacement parts for Bike racks from the mfg. DO NOT rely
on their customer service to send you the correct replacement part. Coming Soon. Etrailer
Reviews and Complaints A company's rating is calculated using a mathematical algorithm that
evaluates the information in your profile. Total reviews. New reviews. What is your customer
experience with Etrailer? Submit review. Etrailer Overview Etrailer was first mentioned on
PissedConsumer on Sep 04, and since then this brand received reviews. View full Etrailer
overview. Etrailer Overview. Rating Details rated reviews. View all criteria. Rating Details. Price
Affordability. Value for money. Turnaround Time. Delivery Service. Product or Service Quality.
Discounts and Special Offers. Advertised vs Delivered. Exchange, Refund and Cancellation
Policy. Layout of Store. Contact Etrailer Customer Service Website:. Mailing Address:.
Wentzville, Missouri Reviews Show reviews that mention. Filter review. Denied Sending Wrong
Part. Do NOT Trust these guys. I ordered a part on sale. They sent me the wrong one. They said
it was my fault. Made me pay to return it. Now the part I originally ordered was twice as much. I
did not buy it. I will not buy anything from them again!!!!!!!! View full review. Comment Thanks
Helpful 1 Not helpful 0. PissedConsumer Aug 19, Reply 0 0. Location Celina, Texas. Share Share
Tweet. Robert T Aug 11, Poor product delivery and customer service wait times. Status shows
delay in receiving parts. Nope, checked a couple days later now shows ship Is it true that there
is no way to cancel an order online? View more comments. Cons Part availability with no info
when processing order Product availabilityshipping Mail order business that does not care if
you receive order. Preferred solution Full refund. Gilberto C Aug 07, I places an order for a hitch
July 03, and as of today I have not received, every time I have checked the date is being pushed
back and same thing when I call Customer service. Have order nuber if needed please contac
me User's recommendation: Do not purchase from them. Comment Thanks Helpful 0 Not helpful
0. Service Etrailer Shipping Service. Pros Pricing good. Cons Vary bad delivery. Preferred
solution Deliver product or service ordered. Ken W Aug 06, Horrible shipping I do not know if
my items are damaged. Ordered brake and hub set for my trailer. I tipped it upright and
everything in it came crashing down. I opened it and quickly determined my items were
Preferred solution Pack items responsibly so items are not damaged during transit. Learn more
Supporter This review is from a real person who provided valid contact information and hasn't
been caught misusing, spamming or abusing our website. Warren A Aug 05, Update by user
Sep 04, Pros Headache from dealing with e-trailer fades over time. Cons Read the reviews-make
your own conclusion. Etrailer refunded my money except shipping. No problems. No complaint!
I was satisfied! Thank you very much User's recommendation: I would recommend. Still waiting.
Over 18 days waiting on my parts. I sent an email, the response was " the usps is working on it".
You would think they would make it right and they can work it out with the postal sevice.

Show's me they are not concerned for the customer!!! User's recommendation: look somewhere
else. Location Live Oak, Florida. The only two ways to contact e-trailer are phone call, which I'm
currently on hold with an estimated wait time of 26 minutes. Or you can snail mail them. Super
frustrating! Although I just opened up my email order confirmation and replied to that email,
maybe I'll get a response that way?? Location Auburn, Washington. Guy M Jul 17, I would like
to get the personal number for the CEO or V. Update by user Aug 20, So no. Nothing as of yet
Pros Up until this purchased i always got what i needed nand paid for. Cons No way to leave
review. Preferred solution Let the company propose a solution. Frank N Jul 14, Item ordered I
only live 25 miles away. Order sent to Kansas City, and disappears. No way to contact them
other than waiting 20 minutes on the phone for them to tell me it's in Kansas City and on the
way. This call was made on Jerk customer service agent says it takes a week and a half to
receive orders. Really, shows shipped on Still no order and no one to help. Find someone else
to order your parts from these people are stupid. No way to email, only call. Part could have
been purchased locally for less from O'Reilly Auto parts. User's recommendation: Don't buy, let
the jerks starve to death. Cons No direct contact Calls take 20 minutes but say one minute
Website designed not to bother them. Bob S Jul 11, No way to leave reviews. Got a Everchill
refrigerator from them and it doesn't stay closed while driving down the road even with the lock
in place. Then they don't let you leave reviews to let others know the problems. I think the
reviews must all be fake on their site. User's recommendation: Shop somewhere else. Pros
On-line. Preferred solution Apology. Customer service. Location Pennsville, New Jersey. Yoshie
Jul 06, My parts I order are not here yet. No order updates!! Location Oak Park, Michigan. Dale P
Jun 29, Slow shipping. Will no longer purchase from etrailer. User's recommendation: If you can
wait Cons Non delivery of goods and services. Shipping complaint. Etrailer offers "economy
shipping". Seems like a good idea, right? However, after selecting economy shipping, I found
out this means a two-week slow crawl from them to you. There is no warning that this is the
case, so the customer needs to learn this the hard way. Also, try calling customer service to
check as I did on an order. The wait times are inordinately long. I called twice: 22 minutes on
hold t
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he first time, 24 the second time. Location Groveland, Massachusetts. Thank You for Your
Reply! We are processing your message. It's inappropriate or not family friendly. This business
is closed or doesn't exist. It's posted to the wrong business. It's a duplicate by the same
member or copied text. It contains commercial or promotional content. It includes private
information. Sexual exploitation of children. I am affiliated with this business and need to report
something about this review or business. Full Name Job Title Email. Issue Description. I am the
author of review and would like to remove it. If you wish that your prior post be removed, submit
a notarized letter. I want to report something else. Send report Cancel. I am the author of
comment and would like to remove it. Claim Business Follow Search. Write a review. Do you
have something to say about Etrailer? What happened? What can we help you with? Submit
review Don't show this popup. Terms of Service. I agree to TOS Cancel.

